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Abstract

The idea of a symbiotic nuclear energy system, consisted of an Accelerator-driven Fuel

Regenerator (AFR) and a number of LWRs serviced by it, is the subject of this study, in view

of supposed safety and partitioning avoidance advantages. The design premisses leading to this

concept are widely discussed. The regeneration of spent fuel halves the amount of high level

waste from the symbiotic reactors while neither mechanical nor chemical intervention into the

fuel is needed. Thus, the concept itself does not draw directly on any partitioning, The need of

hard neutron spectrum favouring neutron captures over fissions, that conditions the

regeneration of the fuel and the requirements of safety /e.g. fire resistance/, substantiate the

choice of a lead coolant. Also the latter reasons have given rise to a need of constancy /over

the whole fuel regeneration campaign/ of the neutron mutiplication factor keff. This

requirement, important for systems safety, can be achieved due to the compensation of fissile

breeding in the spent fuel either by burning of separate fissile material (e.g. c-Pu or w-Pu) or

by adequate shuffling of the fuel. Such a stabilization of keff safely allows, in turn, for its higher

values and thus higher energy gains i.e. for reducing the accelerator current - a crucial techno-

economical parameter of the system. In addition to this, some other ways of its reduction have

been suggested, namely, by the enhancement of source neutrons /e.g. by the use of fissionable

targets/. The doubling of the burnup and thus extension of the fuel cycle is obtained here

without unavoidable otherwise, high initial enrichments and troublesome burnable poisons. In

the case of U-Th cycle the existence of the relatively long lived intermediate nuclide (233Pa)

can be utilized also for stabilization of the keff during the time of transmutation.

Summarizing, the advantage of the present symbiotic accelerator-driven transmutation concept

managing without partitioning lies in the heightening of systems' safety due to the constancy of

keff with simultaneously fuel self-regeneration and fissile material /e.g. Pu/ abatement. The

character of AFR, symbiotic with LWRs and not pretending to be a turning-point in the

development of nuclear energy by revolutionary replacement of all the present power plants

would rather facilitate smooth launching and deployment of the accelerator-driven nuclear

technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

The negative attitudes vs. nuclear energy have not remained without influence also on
the directions of its development. Among positive consequences of this well ambivalent social
phenomenon one can count the search for new solutions in the very sensitive item coupled with
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nuclear energy - the nuclear waste. At current level of world deployment of nuclear energy /ca.
340 GWei installed civilian capacity/, the yearly amount of actinides in the spent fuel is about
10 000 metric tonnes. If one completes this value with the military spent fuel /i.e. from
submarines and reactors supplying weapons-grade Pu for warheads/ the above number
becomes rather conservative. The overall projected cumulative quantity for the year 2000 is
250 0001. The danger that poses such amount of high level waste containing 5 000 tonnes of
fissile material has been recognized already pretty long ago. As a result, just this question of
safety has been motivating decision-makers and scientists to deal with the pertinent problems
and has nearly totally over-shadowed another important premiss that is also substantiating the
search for more far-sighted solutions of the nuclear waste problems than simply a geological
storage. This overlooked aspect is the enormous energy content of actinides, equal to a
striking number 8-10 J in the spent fuel produced annually in the world i.e. more than a
twofold yearly total world energy consumption. One should consider as a duty of present
generations not only to protect the future ones from the thinkable harmful influence of the
waste just being left to them, but still more to assure for them its future use as a precious
energy source. In this view, any irreversible disposal of actinides becomes at least deeply
unjustified, if not simply mischievous to our descendants.

In addition to this the approaching exhaustion of organic fuels and its foregoer - the price
shock must not be ignored. It is true that we have been accustomed for decades to hear that
the world resources of oil would be exhausted within about 30 /or some more/ years and we
stopped to believe in such warnings long ago since these decades were passing by and the
perspective of exhaustion has remained that remote as before. Nevertheless, independently of
our wish /or rather against it/ one day this gloomy forecast has to prove true. The world seems
to forget that observed extension of static lifetime of reserves resulted from the continuous rate
of discoveries of new deposits, what was conditioned by the lack of knowledge of the earth
crust and by the imperfection of the exploration methods. Both these determinants are much
less valid now, while the growth in consumption still can be well approximated by an
exponential leaving only the value of its index (ranging from ca. 2 to 4%/yr, the last value
regarding natural gas) for discussion. The impact of exponential growth on the lifetime is
presented in the Fig. 1.
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The drastic shortening of the reserves lifetime (e.g. from 75 to ca. 35 years, for 0.04
growth rate) shown above signifies that the static lifetime of reserves is hardly longer
meaningful. Besides, it should not be understood as a strict prediction. The lifetime to be really
expected is yet longer, since the approaching difficulties in satisfying the increasing demand
will result first in curb of the fuels production, whereas simultaneously some additional
reserves will be proven. However, the inseparable associate of endangered supply of any
commodity is the price increase. It is very difficult to foresee already now when such a drop in
production of hydrocarbons and its follower - the price jump occur. Nevertheless, at present
trends in the world energy market indicating a constant increase /ca. 2.5 % yearly/ due, among
others, to the unquenchable and inevitable tendencies in the developing countries, the time to
elapse before the foreseeable rapid increase in energy prices is to be expressed at most in a few
decades. In turn, the maturing of a new, advanced technology is a long process that cannot be
accelerated whatever expenses would be bora. Similarly, its deployment is not rapid too, in
view of, among others, the time-consuming process of gaining and sharing experience needed
for creation of a community of specialists in this new field.

Therefore, to prepare in time - for our descendants - a solution of this difficult situation
caused by human insatiable energy hunger seems to be our moral obligation. The development
of Accelerator-driven Transmutation Systems (ATS) [1-3] is a right step in this direction.

2. DESIGN PREMISES OF A TRANSMUTATION SYSTEM

The impact of a 1 GeV proton upon a heavy (e.g. Pb) target results in about 30 /or more
in fissionable targets/ fast neutrons that can induce desired nuclear transmutations of various
nuclear materials. These are: actinides - fertile and/or fissile ones, fission products or spent
nuclear fuel [4,5], which is the main source and itself a part of nuclear waste. The recent
rebirth of interest in the transmutations [1-3,6] is mainly due to a significant progress in the
accelerator technology permitting us to expect sufficient target currents and thus neutron
yields only now assuring reasonable reaction rates.

In general the two primary objectives of transmutations can be seen:
1) The incineration of radwaste of various kinds
2) The supply of fuel for energy production

These objectives are aimed at the development of a new, safer nuclear energy, though the
degree of breaking out changes associated with, can be diverse. Besides, it should be noted
that both aims are joined with very deep physical links in spite of certain discrepancies resulting
from different priorities assigned to the above mentioned targets of transmutations.
Nevertheless, apart from the primary objectives, the premisses of design of the transmutation
systems unfortunately are in part inherently antagonistic. This difficulty is on the one hand due
to the above different fundamental motivations and to the different hierarchy of factors on the
other. It seems lie deep in the multidimensional nature of the problem. Thus, certain conflicting
tendencies are rather obvious, for instance, in the relation between the economy and safety of
any technology. The increased requirements of safety draw behind additional investments and
heighten the maintenance cost to a level that may prove prohibitive. Also the fundamental
physical properties of nuclear waste (content of fissile materials, high radiotoxicity) occupy an
over-exposed place in the social and political rank of risks. All the above signifies that the final
shape of the concept must be a compromise between contradictory demands and thus a unique
undisputable solution can hardly be expected.

The connection between selected design premisses and certain physical properties of
the transmutation system will be discussed below. But first, one should recognize the need of
efficiency of any undertakings, in awareness that just the economical incentives are motivating
most human actions at social level, not mentioning the business and political ones.
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Thus, in order to cope with the tasks that have arisen, the studies should first of all,
though - by necessity - rather roughly, deal with economical aspects of ATSs.

2.1 Economical Aspects

Unfortunately, in fact till now, there are no unquestionable and complete economical
evaluations of existing energy options, not to mention the emerging ones, thus, a simplified
analysis seems justified, like the approach presented below.

As a general minimum condition of economy of any enterprise the compensation of
expenses by its income can be taken. Besides, one should not forget that the contribution of
uranium raw material to the cost of electricity from nuclear power does not exceed recently
several (3-4) per cent. In the following reasoning the 1 GWei yearly sale of electricity has been
considered as a unit of the income/expense. Next, the following division of LWR costs: 50% -
capital, 35% - fuel cycle and 15% - operation and maintenance, has been assumed [7]. As for
the ATS, its capital and O&M expenses respectively, equal to a triplicate and a fourfold of the
ones of LWR, have been postulated. Such a picture indicates that the ATS electricity sale can
only hardly cover a half of its expenses, thus the other half should be compensated from other
income source. According to the present proposal (see Section 3.) it can be brought by taking
upon the troubles /and means/ spent for the fuel cycle at several LWRs. It signifies supplying
them in return with fuel and freeing of the nuclear waste.

In any case, however, alone the production of energy in accelerator-driven systems
cannot bring an income, which might compensate immense investment cost of the accelerator,
well exceeding the one of LWR. Thus one can conclude, that Accelerator-driven Systems must
be confined neither to solving the fuel cycle questions alone nor to mere energy production.

2.2. Socio-Political Acceptability

The mentioned above negative attitudes vs. nuclear energy as well as the politics in
general exert influence also on the research in the respective field. At least for pure pragmatic
reasons they must not be neglected. The concept of accelerator-based nuclear energy is a trial
to soften these anti-nuclear phobias. Therefore, among others, to present it in the convincing
way is an important task. Unfortunately, the nuclear community does not seem to be
sufficiently familiar with such a deeply interdisciplinary questions. In addition to it, by its
proper nature the accelerator-based nuclear energy cannot appear in the eyes of the public as
an option having nothing in common with radioactivity, fissile materials, etc. in spite of the fact
that it is genuine step forward in that direction. According to the saying: "one cannot have
eaten the cake and still to have it" - a rebours - there is no possibility to destroy nuclear waste
and not to manage with it at all. On the other hand within the accelerator driven technologies
there are solutions more or less protected against a diversion of nuclear materials. Certainly the
one proposed herewith, as a partitioning-free one belongs to the non-proliferation oriented.

2.3. Selected Physical and Technical Determinants

While designing an accelerator-driven nuclear transmutation system aimed, for instance,
at efficient transmutations of actinides, one must never forget that since only fissioning is
recognized as a definitive way of getting rid of these, the rate ofactinide transmutation per
power unit is absolutely limited. The process, thus inseparable from energy release, has a well
fixed intensity (per energy unit) and thus its rate is directly determined by the size i.e. the
power of the device. Having then left little to improve in this aspect, the optimization efforts
should be concentrated on other factors i.e. first of all on the safety requirements and the
optimum use of the accelerator. Leaving the safety aspects to be discussed in the section 2.4,
let us start from the optimization aimed at the efficient reduction in the accelerator current i.e.
in the main factor determining its immense costs.
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A radical drop, at unchanged power of the system, down to the level achievable with
the use of a cyclotron, thus permitting us to replace the incomparably more expensive linac
with the former, would be a true success. /The maximum feasible cyclotron currents seem to
be definitely limited to values only slightly exceeding some ten mAmps, because of the space
charge effects/.

2.3.1 Energy Gain of the ATS

The dependences between the energy gain G of the ATS and the accelerator current I,
based upon the formulas discussed in the Appendix are illustrated in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Accelerator current necessary at given net power of the ATS vs. its energy- gain
(accelerat. voltage U= 1 GV; accelerat. effic. = 0.5; Carnot effic. = 0.4)

As it can be seen in the Fig.2, the necessary accelerator currents ranging attractively
below the ca. 10-20 mA, demand very high energy gains of the system. Unfortunately, the
low currents require high energy gains of the transmutation system drawing behind high
values of neutron multiplication factor, that, in turn, threat with undermining the safety of the
system (see 2.4.). Therefore, a clear particular objective appears: loosing the strict links
joining the energy gain of the system with its keff or, more precisely - a maximization of the
number of neutrons independent of keff i.e. preceding the keff-based multiplication chain. To a
reasonable extent this aim seems attainable in view of feasible enhancement of the source
neutrons for the further fission chain reaction. These are the accelerator beam generated,
spallation and primary fission neutrons. An increased number of these neutrons relaxes our
demand for high neutron multiplication, thus for less safe keff. /One should always consider
inevitability of step-wise changes in this value, following, for instance, a necessary fuel
shuffling or simply a system reloading, thus somewhat lower values of keff seem by far more
desirable/. The increased number of fissions /caused by more abundant source neutrons/ in the
system, assuring a higher energy gain can prove sufficient for a reduction in the accelerator
current. The number of keff-independent neutrons can be enhanced provided that:

1) the number of source neutrons /per proton/ is maximized - e.g. by the use of
fissionable materials in the target;
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2) the number of fissions /per neutron/ induced directly by source neutrons is higher
than the one per average system neutron [1].

The distribution of both fissile and fertile materials in the system with respect to source
neutrons will determine the importance of the latter effect. However, one is limited by the
admissible power density /and its peaking/ in selecting the system arrangement and
composition. For instance, a superfluous accumulation of fissile material directly in the target
may easily lead to an excessive energy release in there. Summarizing, the question is what
values of keff would be needed that the necessary energy gains of the system be achieved.

The approximate shape of the connection between the ATS energy gain and the - keff is
shown in the Fig.3. The fuzziness of the curve results from the dispersion of the values of
several significant parameters corresponding to different variants of the ATS. These are: lead
vs. fissionable targets and thus the number of source neutrons n = 30 or 70 respectively and the
projectile direct energy release Wp' = 800, 3300 MeV. /Obviously, intermediate values of these
parameters are even more realistic/.
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Fig. 3. Energy Gain of the ATS vs. its neutron multiplication factor

On the basis of the Fig. 3 one can conclude that the sufficient energy gains seem
achievable. The higher gain values require fissionable targets that simultaneously assure the
two objectives: significant additional energy release independent of the fission chain (i.e. of the
keff) and thus the number of keff-independent neutrons. Whether such target brings also a
higher multiplication of the first generation of neutrons (that need not be necessarily identical
with the mean keff of the assembly) is not certain. To find out, whether it is higher than the
average requires further, more discerning evaluations. Nevertheless, such positive effect cannot
be excluded although the important constraint should not be forgotten - the admissible nuclear
heating. The distribution of energy release in subcritical systems is obviously much more
peaked than that in the exactly critical systems, thus just the maximum power density in the
central zone of the system can restrict its power (i.e. size) as a whole. Anyway, in general, a
number of such calculations has to be carried out in order to determine the accessible areas in
the parameters phase space. The links between them should be investigated for identifying
possible correlations or anticorrelations. It has to be ascertained whether the desirable values
of some important parameters do not draw behind inadmissible values of another ones.
Particularly prohibitive demands may issue from the requirements of technical feasibility and
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safety. In view of the former the variant of transmutation aimed at the fuel self-sustention of
the AT is worth consideration, as conditioning the independent operation of any nuclear
energy unit. The respective constraints are subject of the item below.

2.3.2 Breeding vs. burning

As it has been mentioned earlier, the fundamental objective of the system can be confined
to the destruction of nuclear waste or can include also transmutation of fertile nuclides into
fissile ones. According to the selected purpose the number of bred fissile nuclides per one
destroyed fissile nuclide i.e. the conversion ratio Cr of the system should be different. In the
case of actinide destruction oriented systems their Cr need not be high since the regeneration
of the fissile actinides may not be necessarily desirable. Yet, there are following arguments
against Cr be too low:

a) the need of abatement of non-fissile actinides
/the transmuting them into fissile ones is usually the way of most efficient incineration/
b) the need of stabilizing the energy gain of the system,
/otherwise it might fast reduce, due to burnup not compensated by the breeding/.

Anyway, independently of the option, the neutron balance in the system imposes certain
constraints over the pair of very important parameters of the ATS, namely, its keff and Cr
(Fig.4).
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Fig.4. Approximate relationship between neutron multiplication factor and fuel conversion ratio in

subcritical systems

As one can expect and see in the Fig.4 there is no strict trade-off between the neutron
multiplication and conversion ratio of externally driven subcritical systems. Both keff and Cr
are subject to a number of other factors characterizing the system that can differ significantly in
each particular solution. Nevertheless, in accordance with intuition the most important
constraint is the inaccessibility of the region of high values of both parameters keff and Cr

simultaneously. The number of excess neutrons that might serve to various transmutation
purposes is well limited for higher keffs. In other words one can have either high neutron
multiplication (and energy gain) or high conversion ratios. Obviously also neutron losses (or
other uses) significantly reduce achievable values of keff and Cr. (Among other uses one can
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see the necessity of devoting more than one neutron for transmuting those nuclides that require
more captures to become fissile, e.g. 237Np). In conclusion, a more scrupulous search of the
parameter phase space with pertinent neutron transport calculations for identifying the
accessible areas seems useful.

2.4 Some Safety Aspects

One of the most important factors that might favorize the ATS vs. other options of
emerging nuclear energy systems is its supposed advantage in the field of safety. This
optimism is based upon subcriticality of ATS, since the other sources of hazard such as the
presence of radiotoxic materials in general cannot be avoided. It signifies thus, that if the
ATS superiority is to be genuine the elimination of the danger of supercriticality should be
guaranteed with the sufficiently high certainty. In this view one of the most important
postulates is to keep the neutron multiplication factor keff below a certain value recognized as
a safe one, all the time during transmutation. How to achieve it - is suggested below.

2.4.1 Balanced transmuting

The state keff = const can be satisfactorily assured, provided that the amount of the
effective fissile inventory in the system is kept approximately unchanged. This apparently
severe requirement can be relatively easily achieved while:

- having the fissile material in the liquid form [2] (that allows for a continuous control
of the fissile content in the system;

- diversifying the media filling the assembly.

In low enriched media /as e.g. LWRs' fuel/ for hard neutron spectra, a higher rate of
fissile breeding than burning can be expected. This signifies, however, that there, like in fast
breeders, a net breeding should be expected, thus making the keff to grow continuously over
the transmutation time. But, if an additional amount of fissile material is introduced into the
system, its increased burnup will compensate the breeding in the fuel to be regenerated. This
may be done with any fissile material at disposal: e.g. a weapons grade Pu or a civilian one. If
neutronic abatement of the Pu is to be considered at all, at least the separation of uranium
must be carried out, in order to prevent its transmutation in Pu in the neutron flux.

The other solution suggests the diversification of the neutron spectrum within the
system, i.e. in the two different zones: one of harder spectrum and another of a softer one. In
this case the burning in the softer spectrum would compensate the breeding in the harder one,
at comparable enrichments in both zones. On the other hand one should be aware of the
limitations of the flux shaping esp. within moderate volumes. Softening of the flux cannot be
restrained to a strictly defined areas, thus the differences in the neutron spectra cannot be
arbitrarily great.

In any case one must not forget that both the processes - fissile incineration and
breeding are not uniform in space and time, therefore, they occur at different rates within the
system volume over the whole transmutation time. This effect bringing some more
difficulties (i.e. indicating that a simple point model of the ATS is a very rough
approximation) provides us with an additional field of manoeuvre - the shuffling of the fissile
material within the system volume. Thus, the remedies for stabilization of the neutron
multiplication factor are:

- the fissile displacement towards the areas of weaker fissioning flux - in the phases of
increasing keff i.e. during the dominance of breeding processes;

- in the opposite direction while the incineration of fissile materials is prevailing.

In addition to the above one should expect that the shuffling of actinides in the system
anyway may prove unavoidable as a result of nonuniformity of transmutation processes. The
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local transmutation rates vary in a very significant way. An earlier attainment of the desired
transmutation objectives in some areas than in another ones directly draws behind the
necessity of removal of the transmuted material and its replacement with a fresh one. Since
one can hardly expect that the parameters of the latter will not deviate from those of the stuff
just removed, some shuffling for compensation of this difference seems always necessary.

The additional complication is due to some time-dependent processes mentioned below.

2.4.2 Fissile fuel trajectories

The changes in composition of the media filling the system, occurring within the scale
of days/months, that may be called in short fuel trajectories, are the source of important
effects. They can result from the existence of an intermediate nuclide, of similar decay time,
between the primary fertile one and the final fissile one, in the chain induced by neutron
capture in the fertile nuclide. As a result, the fissile nuclide appears in the system with a
certain delay, what may prove beneficial, though not free from some risk. For the usual U-Pu
fuel cycle (the intermediate nuclide - 239Np, T1/2 = 2.4d) the effect seems not a very realistic
because of the extremely high fluxes needed. Approximate evaluations indicate the values of
the order of 1016 n e m o s ' 1 by rather hard spectrum. In contrast with it, this phenomenon can
be observed for the Th-U cycle distinct by the T1/2 = 27d of the intermediate nuclide 233Pa.

This effect is not to be neglected, since one of the key safety questions to be decided
while designing the system, is the choice of maximum admissible keff, depending on its
behaviour during the transmutation processes. The changes in fissile content in the system
(the ones after its shutdown including) directly affect the level recognized as the safe one.
The case of Th-U cycle, is to be discussed in more detail and illustrated in the Fig.6., section
3., the subject of which, among others is the transmutation of thorium based fuel.

3. SPENT FUEL REJUVENATION CONCEPT

The indications issuing from the above analyses have lead us to the variant of
transmutations presented below. The fertile nuclides contained in the spent nuclear fuel can be
transmuted into fissile ones, then these being fissioned are producing energy while some
radioactive fission products are transmuted into stable ones. The feasible in this way re-use of
spent fuel reduces the environmental impact /per produced energy/ of the nuclear power by
simple doubling the amount of energy extracted from the fuel. If simultaneously can be carried
out a destruction of actinides accompanied inseparably with the release of energy contained in
these, the idea appears unquestionably environmentally benign.

Therefore, this proposal is an attempt to demonstrate the concept of Accelerator-driven
Fuel Regenerator (AFR) in belief that it may help in the deployment of nuclear energy. In the
present concept, the AFR being used for rejuvenating of the burned-up fuel is perfoming a
triple function:

- the "augean" one of a symbiont co-operating with several fission reactors for
transmuting (fissioning) actinides and (partly) fission products generated in there, i.e. for
depoisoning and disactivating the nuclear reactor waste;
- of a device producing net energy from fissions;
- of a breeder of fissile material in the spent fuel from symbiotic LWRs.

In the concept of rejuvenation of spent nuclear fuel in the AFR significant additional (to
electricity production) gains can be expected thanks to the two benefits worth emphasizing, in
view of their positive environmental effect [5]:

1. Direct reutilization of unburned fissile nuclides contained in the fuel;
2. Avoidance of one fuel cycle.
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Therefore, it should noted that because of the radiation damage in the cladding and fuel
material no more than single regeneration of spent fuel is assumed feasible. It signifies that
the further treatment of the fuel after the second campaign remains an open question. It seems
that no option can be excluded at this moment, even the final disposal, though, as it has
already been stated, the irretrievable getting rid of actinides is dissuaded here. Therefore,
some form of interim storage of spent fuel seems more advisable, as preserving the possibility
of its later use. Besides, any other solution of nuclear waste problem can be applied too.

On the basis of the considerations in the paragraph 2.1 one can see that solving the
problems of fuel cycle of a certain number (say, 3) of LWRs with the AFR is essential for the
latter to be economic. It should be noticed that - conservatively - no gains from the abatement
of additional fissile material (eg. Pu) have been assumed here. In effect, the economy of the
device is solely based upon the production of energy and saved cost of fuel cycle of symbiotic
LWRs. Being more exact, the number of cooperating units S can be different, e.g. much
higher, in the case of better utilization of the fuel in these reactors (Fig. 5).

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Cr

Fig. 5. Number S of LWRs supported by the AFR vs. its fissile fuel conversion ratio

It is worth to notice that alone the number of LWRs supported by the AFR may not
influence the economy of the AFR functioning as a part of symbiotic system. This conclusion
stems from the fact that the reactors of higher conversion ratios require less fuel thus,
approximately (i.e. neglecting the MA), there is little difference whether the given rejuvenation
yield regards larger or lesser number of client units. However, one obvious limit may appear,
namely the material damage of the rejuvenated fuel. For advanced converters the burnup may
prove so high that no reuse of this fuel be possible. Thus, in this case the application of the
present transmutation option would be confined to the servicing of regular LWRs.

Obviously, the most basic factor conditioning the independent operation of a nuclear
energy device is its fuel self-sustaining. This, in turn, would easier occur in hard neutron
spectra, since there a higher fissile breeding rate than a burning one can be expected in low
enriched media /as e.g. spent fuel/. In this conditions, however, an additional burning of
fissile material is needed for compensation of the breeding in the fuel to be regenerated. Such
a need appears, since in addition to the constancy of keff over the transmutation time to keep
the energy gain G of the system constant is desirable, in order to have always the optimum
load of accelerator. As it has been already mentioned, either addition of available fissile
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material, for instance, Pu, e.g. the one recovered from the burned-up LWR fuel or adequate
shuffling of the fissile material in the system (see 2.3.2) may stabilize the energy gain.
However, according to the considerations regarding time-dependent effects (2.4.2) in the case
of thorium based fuel, they should not be neglected.

3.1 The Th-U Cycle Spent Fuel

The half-life time of the Th-U cycle intermediate nuclide 233Pa (27 d) proves
sufficiently long that the desirable transmutation level be achieved before its decay. Whether
such effect is significant or not is decided by the maximum admissible density of nuclear
heating in the given matter. It is just this value that puts the limit on the admissible flux
which, in turn, determines the transmutation time needed for fuel rejuvenation (e.g. achieving
of the desired enrichment level). Therefore, the Th-U fuel demonstrates some particular
properties that provide us with additional possibilities of control of the fissile material content
in the system during transmutation (Fig.6).

Final fissile content
in the spent fuel

Current fissile conte

0 . 5 -
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Incineration of initial
fissile inventory

OE+0 2E+6 4E+6 6E+6 8E+6

Transmutation time [s]

1E+7

Fig. 6. Example of the fissile content trajectory for the Th-U cycle in the AR.

The fuel trajectories in the Fig.6 indicate that within the ca. 3 months of transmutation
the result of delay in the buildup of fissile material just being bred can significantly compensate
the prevalence of breeding over burning process. The effect of reducing the changes in the
current content of fissile material in the system at simultaneous spent fuel regeneration and
incineration of added fissile material is shown. This effect can well soften the need of shuffling
the fissile material for stabilizing the system keff and gain. At the same time, however, the
increase in fissile content resulting from decay of 233Pa after the shut-down of the AFR gives
rise to adequate measures against the hazard of criticality. The picture as a whole demonstrates
the possibility of achieving at the same time the conflicting goals of transmutation in the AFR
i.e. incineration and breeding of fissile materials. In addition to the above it can be mentioned
also the flexibility of the use the above effect. For instance, if the extra breeding is considered
undesirable, then not only the amount of fissile material can be used for its balancing with
incineration but also the intensity of transmutation. A lower neutron flux would slow it down
to last, say, 1 year, after which all the 233Pa is decayed into 233U.
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Another problem determining the performance of the AFR is the neutron flux distribution
thus also the power density. Their non-uniformity already seen in reactors, is still more
accentuated in subcritical systems driven with centrally placed neutron source. The solution of
this question seems lie in dispersion of the source over larger volume (Fig. 7).
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rotator
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coolant^

Fissionable
target

Material for
transmutation

Fig. 7 A sketch of the Accelerator-driven Fuel Regenerator with shell actinide target

As one can see in the Fig.7. the proton beam is spread over a cylindrical shell target.
Such concept has the advantages of flattening the peak of power density in the target itself
and its immediate neighbourhood by simple increasing of the volumes in question. It can have
also a positive effect in view of the radiation damage occuring in this area. The reduction of
the damage may result in admiting a pebble bed type solution of continuous feeding the target
(optionally containing actinide spheres cooled) with liquid lead. The respective evaluations as
well as the preliminary transport calculations are just being carried out. The exact calcuations
require, however, adequate geometric description in a 3-D code coupled to the burnup one and
a consideration of high energy neutrons component (>15MeV), also in view of their
contribution to the radiation damage, as well as completing the yields of fission products.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It seems that first, the symbiotic character of AFR, as based upon existing LWRs - thus,
reducing the overall investment effort, is worth underlining. It does not urge to a revolutionary
turning-point in development of nuclear energy by pretending either to replace all the present
power plants or by solving definitively problems of their waste. Rather to the contrary, its strict
cooperation with LWRs, that do not seem yet threatened with extinction within a foreseeable
future, would rather facilitate smooth launching and deployment of accelerator-driven
technology.

Another advantage of the proposed AFR concept is the fulfilment of fundamental
condition of systems' safety i.e. the quasi steady keff over the whole fuel rejuvenation campaign
at simultaneous: fuel self-sustention of the system and fissile abatement. Such a stabilization of
keff in subcritical systems allows, in turn, for its higher values and thus higher energy gains i.e.
for safe reduction of the accelerator current. The choice of fire resistant, low-pressure, high
boiling-point and tritiumless lead coolant contributes also to the safety of the system. The
rejuvenation of spent nuclear fuel by means of neutron induced transmutations according to the
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present concept, needs neither mechanical nor chemical intervention into the fuel. Thus, the
concept itself does not draw behind directly any partitioning, and therefore its
nonproliferation-oriented character also deserves emphasizing.

The other suggested way of decreasing the accelerator current by enhancement of
source neutrons in shell actinide target can positively focus the efforts devoted to the
optimization of design. A certain advantage of the Th-U cycle due to 233pa has been indicated.

Nevertheless, since the structure and composition of the assembly are far from being
optimized, still a wide margin for improvements in its performance remains, whereas many
technological questions (radiation damage, corrosion, cooling etc.) are far from being solved.

Summarizing, on the basis of presented discussion and evaluations, certain simplifying
assumptions notwithstanding, the concept of fissile fuel rejuvenation, is revitalized. Therefore,
the concept of Accelerator-driven Fuel Regenerator should help in deployment of the nuclear
energy as being just a nuclear technology that reduces the nuclear environmental impact, what
can have a positive psychological and thus social significance.

APPENDIX

The interdependence of parameters of accelerator-driven transmutation system is
presented. These are: the accelerator current I and neutron multiplication factor kefr - both
necessary for a given net electric power production Pei, fissile fuel conversion ratio Cr, and
the number of symbiotic LWRs (support ratio) S. Let us start from the energy gain G of the
system:

G = [wp- + n(Qf/v)ko/(l-keff)]/wp (1)
where

Wp' = energy released in the target per proton
Qf = fission energy
n = number of source neutrons per proton
ko = number of first generation neutrons per source neutron
v = mean number of neutrons per fission
Wp = proton energy

while the accelerator current is:

I = Pei/[U(Gnth-l/sa)] (2)
where

U = proton accelerating voltage
r|th - efficiency of thermal-to-electric energy conversion
ea = accelerator efficiency

In a system where one can assume that the contribution of neutrons from non-fissile
materials (i.e. ~ fast fissions) compensates the losses (i.e. parasitic absorptions and leakage)
the conversion ratio approximately is:

Cr =T16(l-*)/keff-l (3)
or

keff=Tl8(W)/(Cr+l) (4)
where

r| = mean number of fission neutrons per absorption in fissile nuclide
8 = increase in the number of neutrons due to fast fissions
£ = fraction of lossed neutrons
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And finally the number of reactors provided with fuel bred in the above system is:

S = ( C r - l ) / ( l - C r L ) (5)

where
CrL

 = fissile fuel conversion ratio of symbiotic reactors
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